
Enable collaboration and  
foster innovation 

Adopt industry best-
practices

Identify areas where you
can optimise costs 

CHALLENGES.

We'll begin by defining  your business goals and evaluating
your existing Azure environment, applications, operations
processes and the technologies you use. 
We will then compare the approach to industry good practice
and our own established patterns and proven methods. 
Following that, all findings will be then presented and
documented in a recommendations report.
During the consultation, we will ask a series of crucial but
essential questions about your organisation, application
portfolio and its underlying infrastructure. This input helps us
evaluate at what maturity stage your Azure platform is and
how ready your organisation is for cloud native adoption. 

BUILD AND MODERNISE
CLOUD NATIVE APPS
Free of charge Discovery Consultation (3H). Our team quickly evaluates your App modernisation
goals and deliver a cloud native platform development roadmap & recommendations report.

ABOUT THIS SERVICE.
Our ‘Build and modernise cloud native apps’ discovery
consultation takes your organisation's strategy of adopting
cloud native and turns it into a clear plan of action. 
Our consultation is specifically designed to provide you with
a recommendations report and expert advice from highly
specialised Azure cloud native engineers.
Ensure a seamless transition that aligns with your business
requirements and technical objectives, guaranteeing both
smoothness and security in your adoption process.

WHAT WE OFFER.

Modernisation of legacy
applications and systems

1.

Business transition strategy
lacking clarity

2.

Limited capacity and/or Cloud
and DevOps capabilities

3.

Leverage DevOps, GitOps
& IaC 

4.

BENEFITS. 

www.blakyaks.com

Environment
evaluation

Expert
guidance

Tailored
recommendations

Report with
findings

Clear roadmap
and next steps

Cost-optimised
strategies

DISCOVERY CONSULTATION:

WHAT YOU GET.

Be ready for modern
application architectures

Define business goals,
challenges and future plans 

Enhance security and
compliance posture



ABOUT US.

BlakYaks is a UK leading cloud native consulting, engineering, and
managed service business that deploys and operates Microsoft
Azure platforms and solutions entirely with code. 

With deep Azure platform expertise and proficiency in GitOps,
DevSecOps, Containerisation and IaC, BlakYaks offers end-to-end
cloud native solutions, tailored to meet each customer's specific
needs, with the goal of optimising costs, streamlining operations,
and accelerating the journey to cloud native.

OUR SERVICES.

Enterprise
Azure
Platforms

DevSecOps
Cloud
Native
Platforms

Migrate
and
Modernise

Specialist
Operations

Consultations
and
Workshops

 Azure 

DevSecOps

Security

Cloud native

Enterprise IaC

HashiCorp tools

DISCOVERY CONSULTATION
(FREE-OF-CHARGE)

HOW TO GET STARTED.

2/3 hour session
Overview Azure strategy 
Cloud native and DevSecOps 
Security and architecture
Goals and challenges

“They played a fundamental role,
their people had the expertise,

provided guidance, and helped
establish the working practices we

needed to deliver. They showed
steadfast commitment, seamlessly

integrating with our team.”

DUNCAN WELFORD
Director - Collaboration Technology,

Fidelity International

OUR EXPERTISE.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY.

Azure Landing Zone design
Enterprise container platforms (Azure)
DevSecOps and GitOps
Application modernisation and ops

Workshops in key areas:

ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP
(IN-DEPTH)

Assess BuildSupport at all stages. Operate

GET THE YAKS IN.

andy.smith@blakyaks.com

+44 (0)2045519237

Andy Smith, Head of Sales

BlakYaks Limited www.blakyaks.com solutions@blakyaks.com +44 (0)2045519237


